
Learning @ Preschool  

 20.9.21 

We are learning the Golden rules and using the 
sand timers help us take turns with the  
toys and resources.  

The Billy Goats Gruff family were kind 
to the troll and helped him out of the 
water. We will be talking about how we 
can be kind and help our families at home.  

Literacy 

We stay with the story of The Three Bil-
ly Goats Gruff this week. We will be 
thinking about what happened at the    
beginning, middle and end of the story. 

We will continue to role play and          
sequence the  story using 4 pictures. 

Maths 

Shape Focus Triangles and Pyramids  

Number Focus 1-5 

We will be making patterns using  small, 
middle-sized and large resources.  

We will be ordering number goats and 
matching resources with the number.   

We will be measuring how tall each goat is 
by building towers with 
Unifix. 

Our Special Words: 

Hungry– when your tummy feels empty and 

you want to eat.  

Under- something  is placed below or beneath  

Bridge-a structure that allows people and    

vehicles to cross over something like a river.  

Plenty– to have more than you need of 

something.       Makaton Signs: 

Stop           Help      Yes          No 

 

 

Being Creative  

Focus Colour- Shades of Green 

We will be looking carefully at the features of our 
faces and painting portraits for our display ‘We Are 
Special.‘ 

We will be using our imagination to draw our own trolls.  

Being  

Physical 

We will be 
focusing on putting coats on 
independently and pulling up 
zips before we go out to 
play and going home. 

Can you be a good leader? 
We will be taking turns to 
be the leader while friends 
follow and copy our actions.   

We will be practicing bal-
ancing skills. Can you bal-
ance on the  wooden beam? 
How long can you stand on 
one leg? 

The World Around Us 

The shapes this week are triangles 
and pyramids. Do you know which country has 
pyramids.? 

This week the school is raising money for Mac-
Millan. Children are invited to wear something 
Green and if you are able, donations for 
the charity will be gratefully received. 

 


